
Should AI platforms or individuals 
be held responsible for the mature 
content they generate?

Team B:  Platforms should be held accountable.



Responsibility for Safety

● AI-generated mature content can have severe consequences, 
including promoting violence, hate speech, or explicit material. 
Establishing guidelines to hold AI platforms accountable for mature 
content creates an incentive to prevent or minimize the production 
and dissemination of such content, thus reducing potential harm.

● As hosts and providers of AI technologies, platforms have a 
responsibility to ensure that their products are safe and ethical. AI 
platforms generating mature or harmful content without checks or 
safeguards can adversely affect individuals, particularly vulnerable 
populations such as children or those susceptible to mental health 
issues.



User Trust and Reputation

● AI platforms rely on user trust, and producing or promoting 
mature content without accountability can erode user trust 
and damage their reputation. Taking responsibility for the 
content generated can help build confidence in the 
platform's commitment to user safety and ethical standards.

● Holding platforms accountable for the mature content they 
generate can promote transparency and openness with users, 
such as publicly sharing content moderation policies, providing 
regular updates on efforts to combat inappropriate content, 
and responding to user concerns and feedback. In this way, 
platforms can build trust and promote a safer and more 
inclusive online community.



Legal and Regulatory Compliance

● In many jurisdictions, there are existing laws and regulations that 
hold companies accountable for the content they host or 
provide. Holding AI platforms responsible for mature content 
aligns with legal frameworks and ensures compliance with 
relevant regulations, fostering a sense of accountability in 
industry–if other companies are held responsible, then the same 
should also apply to AI platforms. 

● Failure to hold AI platforms accountable for mature content not 
only poses ethical concerns, but also creates potential legal and 
regulatory compliance issues like harassment, hate speech, and 
disrespect for human rights. This can lead to dangerous 
outcomes, making it imperative to establish accountability 
measures.



Algorithmic Transparency

● Holding AI platforms accountable for mature content can 
promote greater transparency in the algorithms and processes 
used to generate content. This transparency can help to 
identify and address potential biases or flaws in these 
algorithms, ultimately contributing to the responsible 
development and deployment of AI technologies.

● Algorithm biases can compromise the accuracy and reliability of 
information shared. Ensuring that AI platforms are held 
responsible for mature content incentivize the use of 
responsible and unbiased algorithms as a path towards better 
control.



New Forms of Harassment

● UNESCO mentions how AI should respect, protect and promote human 
rights, given the influence they can have. Harassment and disturbed 
behaviors aren’t new but nothing should facilitate them. 

● Mature content has already been used to hurt or attack individuals, and 
AI-generated content can be a new vector for harassment that may be 
even more insidious and difficult to detect. Maintaining accountability 
of AI platforms can encourage them to prevent the creation and spread 
of harmful content, making the online environment safer.

● The increasing ease of creating deepfakes with AI raises concerns about 
their potential misuse, including revenge, public shaming, and copyright 
infringement. Accountability measures can help prevent the 
proliferation of such harmful practices and promote responsible use of 
AI technologies.



Rebuttal
AI is always operated by people and does not have personal agency

-    Platforms oversee the AI because the AI does not have sentience and cannot self-moderate, so the 
platforms should be held accountable for content generated

Platforms can monitor the users and impose guidelines, but in the end the creator of the content is 
responsible for their actions

- Responsible yes but should these actions be therefore be incentivized or facilitated? 
- How easily can we find out who the person is? AI makes it easier to hide while doing something illegal 

User responsibility promotes ethical use of AI

- This is true. But we would argue that holding platforms accountable achieves the same thing. People 
are more likely to use AI ethically if the know that they have to follow rules and regulations.

Will curb mainstream innovation and user experience

- (Addressed in Q&A) Open source powers innovation by encouraging collaboration



Thank you!


